W L A N M A N AG E D S E R V I C E P ROV I D E R S

Agile Management of Wi-Fi Networks

Small to Medium Enterprises (SMEs) are the critical driver
of global economic growth, worldwide1. However, a
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characteristic of many small businesses is a lack of
dedicated Information Technology (IT) staff, resulting in
difficulty adapting to rapidly changing technology, and
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resources they rely on, including the WLAN network.
technology, SMEs often lack the skills and time to
master it, relegating it to low priority compared to
other business needs.
Alternately, technology is the business of Managed
Service Providers such as Internet Service providers (ISPs),

Transportation companies

System Integrators (SIs) and Value added resellers (VARs).

Light industries

growing unmanaged IT segment, stepping in to offer

Warehouses

System Integrators in many parts of the world now

Many more

They’re well positioned to supplement the world’s
Managed WLAN services and other IT services.
not only quote and install networks, but also manage
them on a daily basis.
Lean, IT-savvy MSPs are finding ways to get top notch results.
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According to the World Bank, SMEs in emerging economies contribute up to 45% of total employment and up to 33% of national income (GDP).

W H AT D O M S P S D O ?
Enterprise managed services can include:
Configuration

Maintenance (upgrade and troubleshooting)

Provisioning

Change management

Remote monitoring

MONITORING, MANAGEMENT AND
TECHNOLOGY TRANSITION SERVICES

PRE-INSTALLATION SERVICES

INSTALLATION SERVICES

• Site-surveys to plan the Wi-Fi network
appropriate to the topology of the building,
and meet the throughput and capacity
requirements of the business

Service offering to install the
equipment securely and correctly
according to the plan of action

As part of the daily life-cycle of keeping the IT
infrastructure humming, monitoring can include:
Remote monitoring,
Pro-active notification, and

•Technology selection recommendations
regarding type and capacity of Wi-Fi access
points, security considerations, and Wi-Fi
technology options (802.11ac wave 1 or wave 2,
for example) with respect to return on
investment (ROI) time periods.

scheduled maintenance services
Transition services can include planning the path to
implementation of the next generation of IT technology

Successful MSPs address not only the obvious need of this unmanaged IT segment, but also consider the less obvious need –
to understand and navigate the anxiety that their prospective customers experience when they outsource their IT needs, including:

Feeling of loss
of network control

Concerns on data
privacy and access

Visibility of critical network
performance stats

Pro-active notification
when failure is detected

The cnPilot controller offers key management features,

Cambium Networks’ value for MSPs: Cambium

such as the ability to offer monitoring login right to their

Networks’ cnPilot solutions with cnMaestro controller

network, while the MSP admin has the super-admin

management support MSPs delivery of trouble free ser-

configuration and upgrade rights, can help MSP’s alleviate

vice to customers, reducing their operating costs

the soft concerns of their customers for visibility.

and protecting their bottom lines.

MSPs can also help their customers monetize their

Enabling great Wi-Fi access cnPilot’s 802.11ac cloud

Wi-Fi network. Wi-Fi in retail and hospitality

managed Indoor and outdoor access points (APs) offer

establishments can increase guest traffic, benefiting

world class Wi-Fi solutions at competitive price points,

not only sales, but also generating customer insights

making for a great return on Investment (ROI) for our

from Wi-Fi analytics that help them target offerings and

MSP partners. With Cambium solutions, MSPs can

operations. An MSP that understands such inherent

control their capital costs, and in turn offer excellent

business drivers can offer marketable insights beyond

rental rates to their customers.

daily IT maintenance. Doing so provides competitive
advantage that increases the MSP’s onboarding rate
of managed services business customers.
Another key value that MSPs offer their customers
is the ability to eliminate capital expenditure (CAPEX)
spending by their customers, enabling small businesses
to pay monthly rent on Internet and WLAN services.
This flexible approach avoids expensive long-term commitments as the MSP takes on the responsibility
to ensure service.

M S P F R I E N D LY C L O U D C O N T R O L L E R I N C L U D E D
cnPilot Wi-Fi is supported by cnMaestro, a powerful set of free controller
features ideal for MSPs. Features range from provisioning administrator
access with role based control to view and manage the network:
Zero touch provisioning
AP monitoring with ability to run remote scans and
debug layer 2 packet captures
Client monitoring
Ability to offer group APs by site (location)
Inventory management
and more
These are supplemented with privacy sensitive multi-tenant Wi-Fi
monetization services like Portal hosting with social login, voucher
generation, and API support – empowering MSPs to add additional
services that increase their value to the businesses they manage.
Cambium’s cloud controller and On-premises server options give MSPs
choices when it comes to deploying controllers suited to their business
needs. In both cases, eliminating the on-site appliance controller
streamlines operations and bolsters the bottom line, ensuring MSPs
can meet and exceed their customer’s expectations.

A BOUT C A MBIUM NE T WOR K S A ND cnPILOT
Cambium networks is a world leader in Wireless technology with over
7 million radios sold and deployed around the world. Cambium is a channel
focused company that sells through a world-wide network of distributors,
VARs and System Integrators to diverse verticals including education,
hospitality, public Wi-Fi, retail, government and industrial sectors.
For more details please visit:
http://www.Cambiumnetworks.com
or our ever active community forum at:
http://community.cambiumnetworks.com/
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